
High Voltage Fault 
 

This article is a true description of a problem presented to our technical support team 

 

Launch Auscan3 fault code report screen. 

Vehicle 
 
High Voltage EV Aircon system. We can not be more specific as the case is still under 
financial review/strain. 
 
Problem presented to the technical support team 
The aircon system on this late model EV has stopped working and has shut the car 
down. 
 
The AC system cools the High Voltage battery and the passenger compartment. Below 
is a picture of a system like that of a 2020 Ford. I am stressing that the troublesome 
compressor was NOT from a Ford: 

The picture of this system shows how the High Voltage compressor (7) pumps refrigerant into 
the condenser, from where it travels in liquid form to the battery coolant heat exchanger (8) and 
the IHX (12). 
Obviously when the compressor stops (with fault codes) the battery cooling comes into jeopardy. 
That is why the vehicle shuts down.  



 

 

What are the dangers for you? 
 
Where the workshop that worked on this late model EV stepped into, is that the refrigerant was 
removed and refilled as work had to be done to the front of the vehicle. 
The workshop got their regular refrigeration contractor in to do the job. “An AC system is an AC 
system after all”. Right?? 
 
Conductivity 
 
Inside the compressor are exposed high voltage windings and tracks, we warn about this, and 
show this during the High voltage Aircon training seminars we run. 
• Refrigerant is not conductive. 
• Regular PAG oil as used in all belt driven systems is conductive and hygroscopic (attracts 

moisture). 
• POE oil is not conductive 
• Many manufacturers warn that 1% of oil contamination in a High Voltage Aircon system per-

manently damages the system, resulting in full replacement of all Aircon parts. 
 
How does this work? 
 
To understand why contamination with PAG oil or moisture is a problem you need to know how 
the compressor works. 
Firstly the flow of refrigerant in many HV compressors is that the cold gaseous refrigerant passes 
over the high voltage motor’s windings, to cool the motor windings. 
The refrigerant gets drawn into the scroll compressor from the motor’s housing. 
After the compression takes place the refrigerant flows to the condenser. 

 

Nissan Leaf HV compressor. (picture from the ECAC1-2 training manual) 



Short circuits 
 
So what happens if the refrigerant contains PAG oil and /or moisture and passes over the wind-
ings and exposed terminals? 
 
A picture is worth a 1000 words: 

Compressor open. (picture from AECS ECAC1-2 training manual) 



Please see in the above picture the debris in the compressor motor’s housing coming from the 
coils’ insulation after the short circuit burned through the insulation. 
That debris gets drawn into the scroll compressor where the tolerances are super fine. 

Zoomed in on the winding you see what is going on. 

Compressor’s dynamic scroll. 



The static scroll of the compressor 
 
The debris made in the scroll (during self destruction), passes through the valves. 

Compressor  

The debris found its way into the condenser and eventually into the rest of the AC system . 



Nissan Leaf heat pump system as presented and diagnosed during the AECS training. 
 
During the training we explain how the Brainbee/Mahle’s aircon service machine deals with pre-
venting contamination of conductive oil in High voltage system step by step. I am a great believ-
er of that you need to know what your tools are able to do, and how they achieve their goals. I 
also prove that the automatic change over from servicing belt driven system to High Voltage 
system actually works in a proper machine. Unlike the equipment used in the AC system with 
the damaged compressor in the pictures above. 
There is likely going to be lawyers involved in this case, this is why I can not reveal anything 
identifying. 
 

New compressor 
Fitting simply a new compressor does not fix anything, as the PAG oil and filings are still distribut-
ed throughout the system eventually entering the new high voltage compressor again. 
Who is going to pay for this complete replacement of all parts? We are talking MAJOR work and 
costs here! 
 
Prevention is the best insurance. 
How can you prevent problems like this? Well, that is rather simple. In the ECAC1-2 High Voltage 
aircon training we spend a fair bit of time on this subject besides explaining how heat pumps ac-
tually work on high end vehicles. 



Both the Brainbee 9350 (R134a) and the Brainbee 9450 (R1234yf) are capable to switch seam-
lessly and automatically over from traditional AC systems to high voltage AC systems via a pa-
tented system. No trace contamination. 
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Conclusion 
 
Please STOP believing that an Aircon system is just an Aircon system!! The fact that a High Volt-
age system has service ports to which any Aircon service equipment can be connected is a wide 
open trap door, please believe me. 
Invest in training and proper equipment that actually is designed to do the job properly like the 
Brainbee/Mahle range of equipment. 



Special offer 
 

Take the benefit of a brand new car scantool kit with 3 years worth of updates for: 
 

$4229+gst  
 

Offer includes (free) Launch BST360 and TSGUN (lite) 
Note: Until stocks lasts 

This is the real Launch for New Zealand 



 

$ 169.50+gst 

Lite $ 392.10+gst 
Pro  $492.10+gst 



  

 

DID YOU KNOW …. ?? 

Merger affecting training 
You may be aware that MITO and the Polytechs have merged as a result of government policy. 
 
This has the following consequence: 
AECS has been delivering the NZQA accredited EV/Hybrid training for MITO as a result of a partnership we built in 
2018. This partnership has now come to a friendly end. 
 
All trainees that come in through the old MITO channels will be guided towards the Polytech EV training as a direct 
result of the merger. 
 

Make sure you get what you expect! 
 
It is important to know that the Polytech training seminars and the AECS  training seminars are two completely 
different products. 
 
Without down playing the value of the Polytech training, AECS  has been and still is making training content, 
based on research and practical problems from field experience and our engineering background. 
 
If you have been to one of our training seminars, enjoyed it, and would like to learn more with AECS , do not ex-
pect the AECS training if you book through the MITO channels, instead  from now on please book through us direct. 
 

So what is different? 
We are still delivering our highly practical and energetic seminars throughout the country, with one difference:  
You will not get an NZQA diploma at the end of it, but as per normal the highly recognised AECS  certificate. 
 
Scroll through our training calendar, or even integrate it with your own calendar https://aecs.net/trainingdates/ 
 
Enrolling (or just to have a chat) is easy: 
 
Web: aecs.net 
Email: info@aecs.net 
Phone: 06-8749 077 
Post or Visit: 897 Valley rd, Hastings 
 
We hope to see you soon! 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Herbert Leijen 

https://aecs.net/trainingdates/

